

USS DELPHYNE 9802.23


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CTO_Ktarn:
::at the tac station::

FO_Spence:
::in ten forward playing the piano::


CO_Ber:
Ktarn: how are the battery backups working. I don't see the relay to my console yet

CSO_Kora:
::at Science::

OPS_Brad:
::kicks some green behind the ears ensign out of his station and then assumes it::

Cns_Green:
:;sitting in ten forward sipping coffee::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir they are being install still sir

EnsAbrams:
::in Sickbay rearranging everything::

CO_Ber:
Kora: run some diagnostics do some scans of the nebula and bouch them back, make sure our equipment is working

CSO_Kora:
::doing a sensors dianogstc on scanners::

FO_Spence:
::playing Blue Bossa with a quartet::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell:: The shuttle that you refitted, rearm it and make it a bit more formitable

OPS_Brad:
::watching the power levels as he routes the bridge engineering controls to his station::

FO_Spence:
::doing his improve while staring at an attractive young Ensign::

EnsAbrams:
::mumbles::I don't know who ran this outfit last, but things are gonna change real fast:::

CO_Ber:
FCO: Keep circling the nebula.....run drills on evasive manuevers...use heading 267 mark 32 as a reference point

OPS_Brad:
Ber:  Aye sir..  I'm on it..  ::gets up from his station and enters the TL::

CSO_Kora:
::does a quantum sensors scan::



CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Alert.wav):
*all hands*: red alert excerise.  All hands report to battle stations.  This is an excerise.

CTO_Ktarn:
::watchs progress of red alert drill::

FO_Spence:
::gets up and goes to the exit::

Cns_Green:
::moves to the TL...and then to the bridge

EnsAbrams:
::mumbles::just an excercise?::continues rearranging::

CSO_Kora:
::ignores the booming klingon voice and prcieves to do work::

CTO_Ktarn:
*deparment heads*: report in where your department is at Red Alert

CO_Ber:
looks up and sees Green ::Green: Join me

Cns_Green:
Ber: Ready room?

OPS_Brad:
*KTarn*  Both engineering and ops are at red alert status

FO_Spence:
::hears Ktarn and sighs::

OPS_Brad:
::enters the shuttle bay and goes over to the modified shuttle::

CO_Ber:
Green: no right here

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir I will complete my full analysis of the nebula and hand in a report and also keep you posted on any enemy action..

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, exactly how modified would you like the shuttle?

Cns_Green:
Ber: sure

FO_Spence:
::goes to the turbo lift::

CO_Ber:
::points to the seat next to the Captlain::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS SCIENCE CONTINUES TO RUN HIS DIAGNOSIS......SOMETHING STRANGE APPEARS ON HIS MONITOR.....THEN IS GONE

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes that Tac department are at red alert, with ops and engineer a split sec later::

Cns_Green:
::sits next to Ber::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ops: acknowldege::

EnsAbrams:
::stops for a second and decideds to check on his patient::

FO_Spence (Sound - TurboLift.wav):
bridge


CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir I just got something on monitor.....

CO_Ber:
*mitchell*: increase the phaser power now that you have an extra engine on it and see if you can install a torpedo launcher

FO_Spence:
::enters the bridge and looks around::

EnsAbrams:
::turns the corner to see Leurr resting comfortably::

CTO_Ktarn:
*Abrams*: Is sickbay at red alert status yet?

CSO_Kora:
CO:Oh wait it's gone.....this is rather odd

OPS_Brad:
*Ber*  Aye, aye captain

CO_Ber:
Kora: localize

Cns_Green:
Ber: Anything interesting going on sir?

FO_Spence:
ALL: nice to see you all again

OPS_Brad:
::opens the back shuttle door and pauses, doing some quick mental calculations in his head::

CO_Ber:
Green: I haven't seen you in a while, how is the crew profiles coming?

CSO_Kora:
CO:Working sir...

FO_Spence:
::goes and relieves the curent FCO::

CSO_Kora:
::does a scan of last position::

CTO_Ktarn:
::trys calling sickbay again::

Cns_Green:
Ber: I have about 18 more to do...about a week of work.

EnsAbrams:
::walks back around the corner to his office::*KTarn*: of course it is.  Did you think I was just sipping tea down here?

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir at 45 mark 79

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: NO TRACE OF THE STRANGE READING

CTO_Ktarn:
*Abrams*: Next time report in then

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes that science has yet to report in::

CSO_Kora:
CO:Wait sir I'm not getting a trace of the reading....

CO_Ber:
Kora: it may be dust from the nebula. coordinate with Spencer for a closer reading if you have to, you may change course if needed.

EnsAbrams:
*KTarn*: Sickbay out.

CTO_Ktarn:
Kora: Is your deparment at red alert status yet?

FO_Spence:
::does some writing in the nebula::

CO_Ber:
green: pretty good, please send me what you have later so I can start reviewing them

CSO_Kora:
Ktarn: Well sir it is......the last position of the object was 45 mark 79

FO_Spence:
Kora: if I get anything I'll let you know

Cns_Green:
Ber: Wouldn;t it be better if you just saw the problem cases...these are, after all psych profiles.........

OPS_Brad:
::walks into the danube class runabout and looks around remembering all the modifications::

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes science failer to report status during a red alert drill::

CSO_Kora:
FCO:ok that will do

CTO_Ktarn:
*all hands*: Secure form red alert drill.

CO_Ber:
green: i haven't seen any of your work yet, so, highlight the problems, but send me the entire list. ok?

EnsAbrams:
::sits down in the office and begins going over medical records::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: ENGINES BEGIN TO SLOW........

Cns_Green:
Ber: ok.

FO_Spence:
Ktarn: you having a nice day?:: notices that the Klingon is not being mean::

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Your the weapons expert on this ship, I need an opinion..  Would a Danube class runabout be better off with 1 phaser banks and 1 photon launcher, or 2 phaser banks and increased shields?

FO_Spence:
ALL: I AM HAVING problems keeping volocity

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir the engines are slowing..........FCO:Are you slowing down?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP SEEMS TO HAVE CHANGED COURSE

CTO_Ktarn:
*brad*: it depends on the mission

FO_Spence:
CO: trying to compensate

CO_Ber:
Kora: run a subspace analysis, is it the dust holding us back or something else?

CSO_Kora:
::scans ship systems for adnormalies::

FO_Spence:
ALL: the ship is changing course on its own sir

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Just simply making it more powerful, i.e. all around better tactically...

FO_Spence:
::looks back puzzled::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir it's unknown to my sensors..

CO_Ber:
*Engineering* we're haveing a problem with velocity and heading. Status?

FO_Spence:
::turns and worls franticly::

CSO_Kora:
::does a quantum ping scan::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: move us away from the nebula

OPS_Brad:
<Jones>  *CO*  This is Ensign Jones Captain, the Chief is back in sickbay..  I'm not showing anything wrong but I will look into it

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP SEEMS TO BE HEADING TOWARD THE NEBULA

CTO_Ktarn:
*brad*: two phaser and shields

CO_Ber:
*Jones* report after you check

Cns_Green:
:;mutters isn't that engineer ever well?::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir I'm getting something hold on....I think I'm on to something...

FO_Spence:
::puts in new coorditate in opposite direction of the course change and away from the nebula::

OPS_Brad:
<Jones>  ::walks over to a diag console and runs a level 3 diagnostic::

FO_Spence:
CO: done sir

EnsAbrams:
::makes notes on who needs physicals::

OPS_Brad:
*KTarn*  Acknowledged, thanks.,

CTO_Ktarn:
CSO: Any signs of a tractor beam>

CO_Ber:
::turns and looks at Kora::

CTO_Ktarn:
*Mitchell*: your welcome::

FO_Spence:
::increases speed to full impulse::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP BEGINS TO CHANGE COURSE BUT THEN SEEMS TO GET PULLED BACK TOWARD THE NEBULA AGAIN

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Checking::does a subspace scan and an SRS ::

OPS_Brad:
::a polite Klingon?  things get better and better!::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: can we form a warp bubble and move away.??

OPS_Brad:
::increases the power of the shields by 75%, and adds the second phaser array, leaving just the bare minimum requirements for backup power::

FO_Spence:
CO: I am getting pulled back in the nebula increasing speed to warp

Cns_Green:
Ber: this isn't a drill anymore is it?

CSO_Kora:
TAC:There seems to be a possible power source....I'nm not sure where it is

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Sir shall i take us to yellow alert?

CO_Ber:
Spencer: warp 2 engage.....

FO_Spence:
::egages::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: not yet....

FO_Spence (Sound - WARP.wav):

CTO_Ktarn:
::notifes sec for a possible invasion::

EnsAbrams:
::still going over crew files::

FO_Spence:
::looks at readings waiting for answers::

CO_Ber:
Kora: increase your scans, there is evedently *something* out there

CTO_Ktarn:
<Sec>::arrives on the bridge and hands out type 2 phasers to bridge crew::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, I added a 2nd phaser bank and was able to increase the shields by 75%..  is that sufficient?


Cns_Green:
:;holsters his phaser::

CTO_Ktarn:
::takes a type three phaser rifle from ensigns Fritz::

CSO_Kora:
::does a temperal quantum teklon scan::

FO_Spence:
::grabs a phaser and sticks it in his holster::

CO_Ber:
*mitchell* understood, go to engineering and see if your needed there.

CTO_Ktarn:
<Sec>::holds out a type to phaser for the captain::

CTO_Ktarn:
<<ops to = 2>>>>

OPS_Brad:
*Ber*  My thoughts exactly sir..  on my way


Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: SENSORS INDICATE SOME SORT OF "BLACK HOLE" FORCE THAT SEEMS TO BE ALTERING THEIR POWER LEVELS AND HELM SYSTEMS

CO_Ber:
::puts phaser on magnetic side of uniform

CTO_Ktarn:
<sec2>::hands ensign Abrahms a type to phaser::

CSO_Kora:
CO:_SENSORS INDICATE SOME SORT OF "BLACK HOLE" FORCE THAT SEEMS TO BE ALTERING THEIR POWER LEVELS AND HELM SYSTEMS

CO_Ber:
::hmm::

OPS_Brad:
::exts the shuttle bay and heads towards the engineering entrance on the same deck::

FO_Spence:
CO: Sir a black hole is pulling us like um... in

CO_Ber:
Spencer: full power......engage

EnsAbrams:
::gets up and walks over to the replicator:: Chocolate milk, cold.

FO_Spence:
CO: done already

CO_Ber:
heading 180 degrees away from Koras readings

FO_Spence (Sound - Warp\@FlyBy.wav):

CTO_Ktarn:
<Sec4>::see Lt michtel::OPS: Sir her a type 2 phaser for you

CSO_Kora:
::does subspace quardlateral ping::

FO_Spence:
::plots course and engages::

CO_Ber:
Kora: can you identify the source and where it came from. It wasn't here a moment ago

EnsAbrams:
::sits back down in the office and continues pouring over crew files::

OPS_Brad:
Sec4:  Thank you, but ya got a phaser rifle?  I always preffered those to these type 2 phasers

OPS_Brad:
::pauses by the engineering door::

Nicke_AGM:

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir it seems it's coming from the Nebula, I'm trying to localize the direct source..

CTO_Ktarn:
<Sec4>OPS: Negtive not enough rifles for no-sec personal

OPS_Brad:
Sec:  Veyr well, this will have to do then..  if your not busy you could hang around engineering..

CO_Ber:
Kora: well we are going to need to know the power signature so we can localize and create a reverse signature to get out

OPS_Brad:
::enters engineering and quickly goes down the ladder into main engineering:;

EnsAbrams:
::comes across the Captain's file::murmers::Interesting...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: POWER LEVELS BEGIN TO DROP AGAIN

FO_Spence:
CO: We aren't moving anyware but backwards!!!!!!!

CSO_Kora:
CO:Understood sir I will report findings to Mr. K'tarn..

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP BEGINS TO ROCK BACK AND FORTH LIKE A CRADLE

OPS_Brad:
Jones:  Report Ensign!

CO_Ber:
Kora: relay to Spencer. he's driving.

FO_Spence:
CO: I am loosing helm controll momentarily

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir shall we got to alert?

CSO_Kora:
CO:Understood...

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: yes, yellow alert all hands to stations.....

CSO_Kora:
FCO:Start making a reverse course at 12 mark 31....

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Brad:
Mitchell:  Sir, I've never seen anything like this before!  everything is fluctuating big time..  not to mention flying off the scales and coming back to normal...

FO_Spence:
CSO: aye

FO_Spence:
::changes course again::

CSO_Kora:
::does prectsomolie scan::

CTO_Ktarn:
*All hands*: yellow alert.  All hands to battle stations.  Department heads report to tac when your deparment is at yellow alert

FO_Spence:
SCO: may helm is phasing in and out I need more power

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  OPS and engineering ready

EnsAbrams:
::sees the yellow alert and continues to drink chocolate milk::

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes sec is at yellow alert::

CSO_Kora:
::dpes final scans:TAC:Sir I'm reporting my station at yellow alert

FO_Spence:
Ktarn: I am right here so yeah I think I am at yellow

OPS_Brad:
::proud of his departments quick reaction times::

CTO_Ktarn:
::goes ito battle mode::*ops*: acknowledge

EnsAbrams:
*Ktarn*: the yellow light is on, but nothin much has changed here.

OPS_Brad:
::issues orders to the engineerings giving them very specific duties::

FO_Spence:
::works franticaly making course correction to face the ship in the right direction::

CTO_Ktarn:
Spencer, kora: acknowledge

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP CONTINUES ROCKING MOVING CLOSER AND CLOSER TO THE NEBULA...THE MORE POWER THE SHIP TRIES TO MAINTAIN..THE MORE THAT IS DRAINED

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, we got some strange stuff happening down here..  I've never seen it before in my life..  are we near anything with a magnetic force?

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* have engineering increase power to 110 %.....

CTO_Ktarn:
*abrahms*: acknowledge

CSO_Kora:
::tries to localize source of power::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir all stations at yellow alert

CTO_Ktarn:
::raise shields::

EnsAbrams:
*Ktarn*: I did already!  Are Klingons deaf as well as smelly?

FO_Spence:
CO: I suggest powering down I have a hunch

CSO_Kora:
::dasia vo::

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell*: we seem to be some kind of magnetic signature......

CTO_Ktarn:
::thens starts shift the freg::

CO_Ber:
::checks previous readings with known phenomena::

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir drop all power release engines.....

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Am I correct in assuming we are being pulled toward it captain?

CO_Ber:
Kora: do you have an exact location of the phenonema?

CTO_Ktarn:
*Abrahms*: Maybe you need to active the EMH sionce was merelyt acknowledging you

FO_Spence:
CO: I am stoping the ship

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* correct

CTO_Ktarn:
*abrahms*: and get it to check your ears

CSO_Kora:
CO:Yes it seems to be a north pole..........um of a magnet and it seems were sorta soming towards it...at 56 mark 21

CO_Ber:
Spencer: no your not

CSO_Kora:
<soming =coming>

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Thats the origin of our problem then Captain..  the magnetic force is not only pulling us towards it, but playing heck with out systems as well..  much like the computer systems of the 20th century...

FO_Spence:
CO: the more power we use the more the phemono.... gets stronger

CSO_Kora:
CO:If we power down we decrease power friction......

CO_Ber:
SPencer: this is what we're going to do............

FO_Spence:
::disobays the order and powers down the engines

EnsAbrams:
::goes over to the EMH console and studies it for a minute::

FO_Spence:
::


CTO_Ktarn:
Kora: Do you mean it works like stun cuffs?



CO_Ber:
Spencer: set course towards the northern part of the anomily, we're going to go in at full power and try to slingshot right above it

EnsAbrams:
::satisfied smile appears::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: what are you doing?

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, that being the case, I suggest we through all the power into a slingshot attempt, inside of trying to fight it

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS THE DISOBEDIENT OFFICER SHUTS DOWN THE ENGINES..THE SHIP BEGINS SPINNING 

CSO_Kora:
TAC:Well exactly, an very intresting way to put it...

FO_Spence:
::sets course and goes to warp 9::

EnsAbrams:
::funs fingers over EMH console to preprogram it::

CTO_Ktarn:
::reads the brig::

CTO_Ktarn:
::actives the SSH in sickbay::

CSO_Kora:
CO:Turn off engines period.... and shields...

EnsAbrams:
<funs=runs>

CO_Ber:
FCO: bring the power levels back up !!

CTO_Ktarn:
<<Ops readys >>>>


CO_Ber:
::walks over to FCO holding onto the chair::

FO_Spence:
CO: I have increased speed to warp 9

EnsAbrams:
::hits the activate button::

CSO_Kora:
CO:All main systems except life support and a few other un essential systems..

CTO_Ktarn:
::appears in sickbay::<SSH>ALL:Please state the nature of the securtiy alert

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP STRAIGHTENS OUT AS POWER LEVELS INCREASE........

CO_Ber:
Spencer: engage heading........223 mark 23....

EnsAbrams:
::EMH appears on the bridge and runs a diagnostic scanner over KTarn.  It then disappears.::

OPS_Brad:
::working on keeping the engines up::  *CO*  Captain, you better do whatever your going to do and quick, because I can't guarantee anything done here past 8 minutes....

FO_Spence:
::egages::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: full warp.everything we have

CSO_Kora:
::watches sensors shut down::

FO_Spence:
ALL: warp 9.1

FO_Spence:
ALL: warp 9.2

FO_Spence:
ALL: warp 9.3

OPS_Brad:
::glad he is OPS, to save that middle man and starts putting all available power into the warp engines::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHIP INCREASES SPEED AND HEAD STRAIGHT IN..............................................

CSO_Kora:
::feels pressure of ship::

FO_Spence:
ALL: warp 9.4

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::walks over to abrahms::

FO_Spence:
::thinks he might make a speed recoerd::

EnsAbrams:
::EMH activates in sickbay::<EMH>SSH: There is no emergency.  Go away.

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: status?

CTO_Ktarn:
<ssh>Abrahms: Please so me you authrization to be here::

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks on ships status::

FO_Spence:
ALL: warp 9.8 it is incresing our speed by it's self

CTO_Ktarn:
<<so =show>>>


CSO_Kora:
::sensors comes back online, just waiting for the engines to blow::

EnsAbrams:
::ignores SSH:

EnsAbrams:
<EMH>SSH: I said go away.

CO_Ber:
Spencer: figured as much. now just before we enter.....pull up slightly and take us out of the nebula

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::calls for backup::

FO_Spence:
CO: any more stress and the hull will buckle

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::Deactives the EMH::

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Can you move yours holograms to the backups?  I need the power for the engines::

CSO_Kora:
::recording phenemonon::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: do it now. heading 310 mark 45. engage !

CTO_Ktarn:
*OPS*: they are all readying on the backups

FO_Spence:
::pulls up slightly as he bears down on coordinates::

FO_Spence:
::egaged::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE PULLS UP FROM THE NEBULA SAFELY ESCAPING .................

FO_Spence:
::snickerz::

EnsAbrams:
::finishes up the chocolate milk and goes to check on Leurr::


CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* how we doing down there?


FO_Spence:
::relaxes::

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::follows Abrams::

CSO_Kora:
::has a data record starts to fill out report to CO::

FO_Spence:
CO: course sir?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: take helm......Spencer: in my ready room........

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: shall I secure us from yellow alert?

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  I'm holding it together Captain, but I'm talking barely..  everything is running hot now, not to mention several of my engineers have passed out from heat and high stress...

FO_Spence:
::gets up::

EnsAbrams:
::notes that Leurr is still resting::mumbles: those must be good painkillers::

CTO_Ktarn:
::routes helm control to his station::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: when we're 1 light year away....

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Brad:
*CMO*  Doctor, can ya get a team to engineering?  some of the engineers passed out from heat and high strss

FO_Spence:
::walks to captians ready room::

CO_Ber:
::gets up and walks in ready room.......::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Course?

EnsAbrams:
::turns around and walks right through the SSH::

CSO_Kora:
CO:Sir should I tell any other starfleet vessels not to come towards here?

CO_Ber:
::sits behind "the desk"::

FO_Spence:
::stands in the room::

Nicke_AGM:

CO_Ber:
Mr. Spencer: Who gives the orders on this ship?

EnsAbrams:
*OPS*: they are on the way!

FO_Spence:
CO: you sir

CSO_Kora:
TAC:Sir should I send out an warning to all approaching vessels?

CO_Ber:
Spencer: did I ask for independent thinking today?

EnsAbrams:
::grabs a Medkit and motions to a couple people to follow::rushes out to Engineering::

FO_Spence:
CO: no sir but....

OPS_Brad:
::wipes the huge amount of sweat of his forehead and surveys engineering, which is a mess to say the least

CO_Ber:
BUT !!!

CTO_Ktarn:
CSO: Negative.  If we send a singal now the Dominion might pick it up.

CO_Ber:
Spencer: there are no buts !!

CSO_Kora:
TAC:Understood...

CO_Ber:
Spencer: you are docked 1 weeks privliges

CO_Ber:
Spencer: report to your quarters your lucky I don't throw you in the brig.now get out!!!

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Do you mind if I borrow your security people for engineering duty?  I got debris everywhere down here..

FO_Spence:
CO: permission to speek freely!

EnsAbrams:
::arrives in enginering and quickly assigns his team::

CO_Ber:
Spencer: I said to report to your quarters and I MEAN NOW !!! DISMISSED !

CTO_Ktarn:
*ops*: go ahead.  Lt Phillips will make sure they do as you say

EnsAbrams:
::goes over to Brad and runs scanner over him::

CTO_Ktarn:
::hears the captain yelling all the way on the bridge::

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Thanks..  I could use any other hands ya got free down here..

CSO_Kora:
::starts to setup report for CO::

FO_Spence:
::about faces and storm out of the room and off the bridge::

CTO_Ktarn:
::motions for sec to be ready by the doors::

CO_Ber:
::walks over to the replicator and make some tea::

FO_Spence:
::thinks about the phaser::

CTO_Ktarn:
::Notes they are one light year away::

OPS_Brad:
Engineering:  Alright guys, cleanup duty..  grab any debris and trash it..  I want this place spotless and I mean NOW!

FO_Spence:
::in the lift shatnding::

EnsAbrams:
Brad: you seem to be OK.  Just some elecrtolyte depletion.  I recommend some orange juice for you.

CO_Ber:
::walks over to rock collection and sips tea and stares at his bueatiful rocks::

CTO_Ktarn:
*all hands*: Secure from yellow alert. Beta and Delta shitfs check with your section heads to see if your off duty

FO_Spence (Sound - TurboLift.wav):
Officer's Quarterz

OPS_Brad:
CMO:  Thanks doc, but I'm one patient ya won't have trouble with..   I LOVE orange juice

CSO_Kora:
::finishes report, now my weekends are free ::

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes the condtion of the SSH::

EnsAbrams:
*CO*: Sir.  Everyone in engineering will be OK within a few minutes.  Just some minor exhaustion and lacerations here.

CTO_Ktarn:
::Deactives the ssh::

EnsAbrams:
::watches as his efficient team works::

CO_Ber:
*Abrams* acknowledged....oh..welcome aboard !

FO_Spence:
*CO* just to let you know I am obeying your orders SIR!

OPS_Brad:
::assisting team with debris, and finally finishes!::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Engineering is back to normal sir!

FO_Spence:
::enters quarters::

EnsAbrams:
*CO*: Uh...Thank you, Sir.

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* thank you

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  My pleasure

CTO_Ktarn:
::starts working on his securty assetment report::

FO_Spence:
~~~~I got us out of this~~~

CSO_Kora:
::shift over reports in and heads to quaters::

CO_Ber:
~~~no you didn't~~~

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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